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Αθήνα, 9/2/2012
ΑΝΑΚΟΙΝΩΣΗ
Dear designers and friends of
DMY,
just 9 days to go to apply for the
jubilee edition of DMY
International Design Festival!

And we have exciting news to
share: We are very honored to
host the official Design Award of the Federal Republic of Germany in 2012. For the
first time, all nominees will be exhibited at Airport Berlin Tempelhof during the
DMY International Design Festival from June 6 to 10. The Prize is considered as
Germany's most prestigious design award. It is awarded by the Ministry
of Economics and Technology since 1969 honoring excellence in product and
communication design.
Moreover we are looking forward to numerous presentations from different countries
and regions such as Hongkong, Buenos Aires, China und Japan at this year's
festival. Anew over 700 designers, firms and institutions will showcase new products,
material innovations and pioneering processes within the fields of design. For the
third time, the monumental hangars of historic city Airport Berlin Tempelhof will
provide an impressive backdrop for the festival. Next to the exhibitions, numerous
events such as designer talks, workshops and symposia invite to reflect and discuss
current design trends and future developments in an interdisciplinary setting.
Designers, firms, studios and universities can apply as exhibitors until February 17 to
exhibit within the central exhibitions at Airport Berlin Tempelhof. Furthermore
galleries, museums, project spaces and institutions from Berlin are welcome to
participate as satellites presenting their own exhibitions at decentral places
throughout the city.
Please find further details on how to apply at:
http://dmy-berlin.com/en/2011/12/13/jetzt-bewerbenfur-dmy-2012/
We are looking forward to your submissions!
Yours,
DMY Team
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